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Glossary 
 
p. 2 – Indictment: a formal written statement framed by a prosecuting authority and found by a jury (as a 

grand jury) charging a person with an offense. 
p. 2 – Feloniously: archaic word for very evil, villainous; having the nature of a felony. 
p. 3 – Frugal: characterized by or reflecting economy in the use of resources. 
p. 7 – Unscrupulous: lacking moral principles. 
p. 15 – Preemptive: serving or intended to preempt or forestall something, esp. to prevent attack by 

disabling the enemy. 
p. 19 – Spinoza: Dutch philosopher. Spinoza espoused a pantheistic system, seeing “God or nature” as a 

single infinite substance, with mind and matter being two incommensurable ways of conceiving 
the one reality. 

p. 23 – Dr. Guillotine: Joseph-Ignace Guillotin (1738–1814), the French physician who recommended 
the guillotine’s use for executions in 1789. 

p. 23 – Balzac: French novelist (1799–1850); chiefly remembered for his series of ninety-one 
interconnected novels and stories known collectively as La Comédie humaine.; chiefly 
remembered for his series of ninety-one interconnected novels and stories known collectively as La 
Comédie humaine. 

p. 23 – Flaubert: French novelist (1821–80) and short-story writer. A dominant figure in the French realist 
school, he is noted for Madame Bovary, his first published novel. 

p. 24 – Plato: Greek philosopher ( c. 429– c. 347 bc). A disciple of Socrates and the teacher of Aristotle, 
he founded the Academy in Athens. His theory of "ideas” or "forms” contrasts abstract entities or 
universals with their objects or particulars in the material world. His philosophical writings are 
presented in the form of dialogues, and his political theories appear in the Republic. 

p. 24 – Socrates: Athenian philosopher (469–399 bc). As represented in the writings of his disciple Plato, 
he engaged in dialogue with others in an attempt to reach understanding and ethical concepts by 
exposing and dispelling error (the Socratic method).  

p. 24 – Aristotelian (n.): a student of Aristotle or an adherent of his philosophy. 
p. 26 – Bentham: English philosopher and jurist (1748–1832), the first major proponent of utilitarianism. 

He wrote Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation. 
p. 33 – Transverse: situated or extending across something. 
p. 33 – Prominence: a thing that projects from something, esp. a projecting feature of the landscape or 

something that protrudes from the body. 
p. 33 – Lacerated: torn or deeply cut. 
p. 33 – Effused - give off (a liquid, light, smell, or quality). 
p. 43 – Tepid: only slightly warm. 
p. 43 – Ibsen: Norwegian playwright (1828–1906). He was the first major playwright to write tragedy 

about ordinary people in prose. 
p. 43 – Strindberg: Swedish playwright and novelist (1849–1912). His satire The Red Room (1879) is 

regarded as Sweden's first modern novel. His later plays are typically tense, psychic dramas. 
p. 50 – Sine waves: a curve representing periodic oscillations of constant amplitude. 
p. 53 – Innate: inborn; natural. 
p. 63 – Dynamo: a machine for converting mechanical energy into electrical energy; a generator. 
p. 65 – Sodom and Gomorrah – Cities mentioned in the Book of Genesis. In Christian and Islamic 

traditions, Sodom and Gomorrah have become synonymous with impenitent sin, and their fall 
with a proverbial manifestation of God's wrath. Sodom and Gomorrah have also been used as 
metaphors for vice and homosexuality viewed as a deviation. 
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Developments in Electricity 
 
The fol lowing paragraphs are excerpts from several  science art ic les  on the Discovery Channel 
network’s  s i ster  s i te www.howstuffworks.com: 
 
The State of Electricity in 1885 

Edison unveiled his electric incandescent lamp to the public in January 1880. Soon thereafter, his newly 
devised power system was installed in the First District of New York City. When Edison flipped the switch during a 
public demonstration of the system in 1881, electric lights twinkled on -- and unleashed an unprecedented demand 
for this brand-new technology. Although Edison's early installations called for underground wiring, demand was so 
great that parts of the city received their electricity on exposed wires hung from wooden crossbeams. By 1885, 
avoiding electrical hazards had become an everyday part of city life, so much so that Brooklyn named its baseball 
team the Dodgers because its residents commonly dodged shocks from electrically powered trolley tracks. 

The Edison system used direct current, or DC. Direct current always flows in one direction and is created 
by DC generators. Edison was a staunch supporter of DC, but it had limitations. The biggest was the fact that DC 
was difficult to transmit economically over long distances. Edison knew that alternating current didn't have this 
limitation, yet he didn't think AC a feasible solution for commercial power systems. Elihu Thomson, one of the 
principals of Thomson-Houston and a competitor of Edison, believed otherwise. In 1885, Thomson sketched a 
basic AC system that relied on high-voltage transmission lines to carry power far from where it was generated. 
Thomson's sketch also indicated the need for a technology to step down the voltage at the point of use. Known as a 
transformer, this technology would not be fully developed for commercial use until Westinghouse Electric 
Company did so in 1886. Even with the development of the transformer and several successful tests of AC power 
systems, there was an important missing link. That link was the AC motor.  
 

Tesla’s Spark Of Genius 
While Edison toiled to commercialize his electric lamp, Tesla worked through a problem that had intrigued 

him since he was a student at the Joanneum Polytechnic School in Graz, Austria. While a student there, Tesla saw a 
demonstration of a Gramme dynamo. A dynamo is a generator that uses a commutator -- contacts mounted on the 
machine's shaft -- to produce direct current instead of alternating current. Tesla mentioned to his instructor that it 
might be possible to do away with the commutator, which sparked horribly as the dynamo operated. This suggestion 
brought ridicule from his teacher, but it captured Tesla's imagination. 

In 1881, Tesla had an inspired idea: What if one were to change the magnetic field in the stator of a 
dynamo instead of altering the magnetic poles of the rotor? This was a revolutionary concept that turned 
convention on its head. In a traditional dynamo, the stationary stator provides a constant magnetic field, while a set 
of rotating windings -- the rotor -- turns within that field. Tesla saw that if this arrangement were reversed, the 
commutator could be eliminated. 

Of course, bringing this idea to reality would take years of work. Tesla began in 1882 while employed at 
Continental Edison Company in Paris. During the day, he would install incandescent lighting systems based on 
Edison's DC power system. In his spare time, he would experiment with AC motor designs. This went on for two 
years, until Tesla transferred to the Edison Machine Works in New York City. By some accounts, Tesla described 
his ideas about AC to the famed American inventor, but Edison showed no interest. Instead, he had Tesla make 
improvements to existing DC generation plants. Tesla did so, only to be disappointed when Edison failed to pay 
him properly. Tesla quit, and the paths of the two men diverged permanently. 

After digging ditches and getting caught in a bad business deal, Tesla finally received financial backing from 
Charles Peck, an attorney, and Alfred S. Brown, a superintendent at Western Union. Peck and Brown helped Tesla 
establish a laboratory just a few blocks away from Edison's lab in Manhattan, and encouraged the young engineer to 
perfect his AC motor. Tesla did just that, building what would become known as a polyphase induction motor. 
The term polyphase refers to a motor based on multiple alternating currents, not just one. The term induction 
refers to the process whereby the rotating stator magnets induce current flow in the rotor. Tesla's original motor was 
a two-phase version that featured a stator with two pairs of magnets, one pair for each of two phases of AC. 
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In 1887, Tesla filed for seven U.S. patents describing a complete AC system based on his induction motor 
and including generators, transformers, transmission lines and lighting. A few months later, Tesla delivered a 
lecture about his revolutionary new system to the American Institute of Electrical Engineers. The lecture caused a 
sensation and, despite an anti-AC campaign initiated by Edison, convinced many experts that an AC power system 
was more than just feasible -- it was far superior to DC. 
 

AC/DC 
George Westinghouse, whose own electric company was struggling to work out the details of a successful 

AC power system, heard about Tesla's 1888 lecture and immediately was intrigued. When Peck and Brown 
approached Westinghouse about commercializing Tesla's inventions, the entrepreneur responsible for the railroad 
air brake made a generous offer. He agreed to pay $25,000 in cash, as well as $50,000 in notes and a small royalty 
for each horsepower of electricity originating from the motor. 

Westinghouse carried Tesla's inventions back to Pittsburgh, Penn., where he hoped to use the technology to 
power the city's streetcars. Tesla followed, and as an employee of the Westinghouse Electric Company, consulted on 
the implementation. The project didn't proceed smoothly, and Tesla frequently battled with Westinghouse 
engineers. Eventually, however, everyone pulled together to come up with just the right formula: an AC system 
based on three-phase, 60-cycle current. Today, almost all power companies in the United States and Canada supply 
60-cycle current, which means the AC completes 60 changes of direction in one second. This is known as the 
frequency of the system. 

By the early 1890s, Edison and the supporters of DC felt genuinely threatened. They continued to make 
claims that AC was dangerous and pointed to a disastrous electrocution attempt in 1890 as evidence. But they 
suffered a severe blow in 1893, when Westinghouse won the bid to illuminate the Chicago World's Fair. His 
competition was General Electric (GE), the company formed by the merger between Edison General Electric and 
Thomson-Houston. GE was the leading torchbearer for DC-based power. Westinghouse won the bid on cost, but 
when President Grover Cleveland flipped a switch to light 100,000 incandescent lamps across the fairgrounds, very 
few doubted the superiority of AC power. 

Westinghouse mollified many remaining doubters in 1895 by designing a hydroelectric plant at Niagara 
Falls that incorporated all of the advances made in AC. At first, the plant only supplied power to Buffalo, New 
York. But it wasn't long before power was being transmitted to New York City, helping to cement Broadway as the 
Great White Way in the public imagination. 

By this time, Tesla had withdrawn from the day-to-day details of power plants and practical 
implementations of AC. He had moved back to New York City, where he opened a new lab in which he could 
explore other ideas, machines and devices. Many of these inventions were not related to power generation or 
electricity. But his impact on the field of electrical engineering was enormous. In fact, it can be said that Tesla's AC 
motor and polyphase AC system won the war of currents because they form the basis of all modern power 
generation and distribution. However, direct current -- Edison's baby -- didn't disappear completely. It still operates 
automobile electrical systems, locomotives and some types of motors. 
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The War of Currents 
 
The fol lowing is  a blog post  from the Smithsonian Magazine website – it  does a nice job 
summing up the Edison/Westinghouse r ivalry .  I ’ve cut the f i rst  few paragraphs,  but you can 
f ind the original post  here:  http://blogs.smithsonianmag.com/history/2011/10/edison-vs-
westinghouse-a-shocking-rivalry/  
 

…The same, however, cannot be said for Thomas Edison and George Westinghouse, who, more than a 
century ago, engaged in a nasty battle over alternating and direct current, known as the “War of Currents.”  Both 
men knew there was room for but one American electricity system, and Edison set out to ruin Westinghouse in “a 
great political, legal and marketing game” that saw the famous inventor stage publicity events where dogs, horses 
and even an elephant were killed using Westinghouse’s alternating current.  The two men would play out their 
battle on the front pages of newspapers and in the Supreme Court, in the country’s first attempt to execute a 
human being with electricity. 

After Edison developed the first practical incandescent light bulb in 1879, supported by his own direct 
current electrical system, the rush to build hydroelectric plants to generate DC power in cities across the United 
States practically guaranteed Edison a fortune in patent royalties. But early on, Edison recognized the limitations of 
DC power. It was very difficult to transmit over distances without a significant loss of energy, and the inventor 
turned to a 28-year-old Serbian mathematician and engineer whom he’d recently hired at Edison Machine Works to 
help solve the problem. Nikola Tesla claimed that Edison even offered him significant compensation if he could 
design a more practical form of power transmission. Tesla accepted the challenge. With a background in 
mathematics that his inventor boss did not have, he set out to redesign Edison’s DC generators. The future of 
electric distribution, Tesla told Edison, was in alternating current—where high-voltage energy could be transmitted 
over long distances using lower current—miles beyond generating plants, allowing a much more efficient delivery 
system. Edison dismissed Tesla’s ideas as “splendid” but “utterly impractical.” Tesla was crushed and claimed that 
Edison not only refused to consider AC power, but also declined to compensate him properly for his work. Tesla 
left Edison in 1885 and set out to raise capital on his own for Tesla Electric Light & Manufacturing, even digging 
ditches for the Edison Company to pay his bills in the interim, until the industrialist George Westinghouse at 
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, a believer in AC power, bought some of Tesla’s patents and set 
about commercializing the system so as to take electric light to something more than an urban luxury service. While 
Tesla’s ideas and ambitions might be brushed aside, Westinghouse had both ambition and capital, and Edison 
immediately recognized the threat to his business. 

Within a year, Westinghouse Electric began installing its own AC generators around the country, focusing 
mostly on the less populated areas that Edison’s system could not reach. But Westinghouse was also making 
headway in cities like New Orleans, selling electricity at a loss in order to cut into Edison’s business. By 1887, after 
only a year in the business, Westinghouse had already more than half as many generating stations as Edison.  The 
concern at Edison was palpable, as sales agents around the country were demoralized by Westinghouse’s reach into 
rural and suburban areas. But Thomas Edison had an idea. Surely Westinghouse’s system must be more dangerous, 
what with all that voltage passing through the wires. “Just as certain as death,” Edison predicted, “Westinghouse will 
kill a customer within 6 months after he puts in a system of any size.” 

In November 1887, Edison received a letter from a dentist in Buffalo, New York, who was trying to develop 
a more humane method of execution than hanging. Having witnessed a drunk man accidentally kill himself by 
touching a live electric generator, Alfred P. Southwick became convinced that electricity could provide a quicker, 
less painful alternative for criminals condemned to death.  Perhaps the Wizard of Menlo Park might have some 
thoughts about the best electric current “to produce death with certainty in all cases.”  Edison, who opposed capital 
punishment, at first declined to get involved with Southwick’s project. But when the dentist persisted, Edison, 
recognizing the opportunity that had landed in his lap, wrote back to say that although he would “join heartily in an 
effort to totally abolish capital punishment,” he did have some thoughts about electric currents in which to dispose 
of “criminals under sentence of death.” 
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“The most effective of these,” he wrote, “are known as ‘alternating machines,’ manufactured principally in 
this country by Mr. Geo. Westinghouse, Pittsburgh.” 

In June 1888, Edison began to demonstrate the lethal power of alternating current for reporters.  He rigged 
a sheet of tin to an AC dynamo and led a dog onto the tin to drink from a metal pan.  Once the dog touched the 
metal surface, it yelped and“the little cur dog fell dead.” 

Electricity will kill a man “in the ten-thousandth part of a second,” Edison told one reporter shortly after 
the demonstration, and he was quick to remind him that “the current should come from an alternating machine.” 

The battle of the currents had begun. Westinghouse recognized what Edison was up to and wrote the 
inventor a letter, stating, “I believe there has been a systemic attempt on the part of some people to do a great deal 
of mischeaf [sic] and creat [sic] as great a difference as possible between the Edison Company and The 
Westinghouse Electric Co., when there ought to be an entirely different condition of affairs.”  Edison saw no reason 
to cooperate, and he continued his experiments at varying levels of voltage with dozens of stray dogs purchased from 
neighborhood boys in Orange, New Jersey at 25 cents each.  Edison’s research was soon proving that alternating 
current was, as he said, “beyond all doubt more fatal than the continuous current.” By the end of the year, Edison 
arranged a demonstration before a New York State committee impaneled to investigate the use of electricity in 
executions.  At his West Orange laboratory, the inventor wired electrodes to several calves and a horse; even though 
the animals’ deaths were not quick, the committee was impressed. New York State expressed a desire to purchase 
“three Westinghouse alternating-current dynamos,” but Westinghouse refused to sell them for the purpose of what 
was now being described as “electrocution.” It did not matter. An electricity salesman named Harold Brown was 
commissioned by the state to build an electric chair, and Edison was paying him behind the scenes to use 
alternating current in his design. Somehow, Brown got his hands on some AC dynamos. 

When New York State sentenced convicted murderer William Kemmler to death, he was slated to become 
the first man to be executed in an electric chair. Killing criminals with electricity “is a good idea,” Edison said at the 
time. “It will be so quick that the criminal can’t suffer much.” He even introduced a new word to the American 
public, which was becoming more and more concerned by the dangers of electricity. The convicted criminals would 
be “Westinghoused.” 

Westinghouse was livid. He faced millions of dollars in losses if Edison’s propaganda campaign convinced 
the public that his AC current would be lethal to homeowners. Westinghouse contributed $100,000 toward legal 
fees for Kemmler’s appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court, where it was argued that death in the electric chair amounted 
to cruel and unusual punishment. Both Kemmler and Westinghouse were unsuccessful, and on August 6, 1890, 
Kemmler was strapped into Harold Brown’s chair at Auburn prison and wired to an AC dynamo. When the current 
hit him, Kemmler’s fist clenched so tight that blood began to trickle from his palm down the arm of the chair. His 
face contorted, and after 17 seconds, the power was shut down. Arthur Southwick, “the father of the electric chair,” 
was in attendance and proclaimed to the witnesses, “This is the culmination of ten years work and study. We live in 
a higher civilization today.” Yet behind the dentist, Kemmler began to shriek for air. 

“Great God! He’s alive!” someone shouted. 
“Turn on the current! Turn on the current instantly!” another screamed. “This man is not dead!” But the 

dynamo needed time to build its current, and Kemmler wheezed and gasped before the horrified witnesses as the 
electricity began to course through his body. Some witnesses fainted while others vomited, as it appeared that 
Kemmler was on the verge of regaining consciousness. The back of his coat briefly caught fire. Minutes passed until 
Kemmler finally went rigid. The current stopped and he was pronounced dead by Dr. Edward Spitzka, who 
predicted, “there will never be another electrocution.” 
Westinghouse was horrified by the reports of Kemmler’s execution. “It has been a brutal affair,” he said. “They 
could have done better with an ax.” 

Thomas Edison believed that future executions by AC current would go more smoothly, “without the scene 
at Auburn today.”  To further demonstrate the lethal nature of alternating current, he held a widely attended 
spectacle in Coney Island, New York, where a circus elephant named Topsy was to be executed after she was 
deemed to be too dangerous to be around people.  The elephant had killed three men in recent years—one a trainer 
who had tried to feed Topsy a lit cigarette. Edison had Topsy fitted with copper-wire sandals, and before a crowd of 
thousands, an AC current of 6,000 volts was sent coursing through the elephant until she toppled to her side, dead. 
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Despite all of Edison’s efforts, and despite his attempts to persuade General Electric otherwise, the 
superiority of the AC current was too much for Edison and his DC system to overcome.  In 1893, Westinghouse 
was awarded the contract to light the Chicago World’s Fair, bringing all the positive publicity he would need to 
make alternating current the industry standard. For his part, Edison later admitted that he regretted not taking 
Tesla’s advice. 
 

The Kemmler Trial 
 
A summary of the Kemmler case from Crime and Punishment in America Reference Library.  Ed. 
Richard C. Hanes,  Sharon M. Hanes,  Sarah Hermsen, and Kel ly Rudd. Vol .  4: Primary Sources .  
Detroit :  UXL, 2005. p106-117. 
 

“William Kemmler was a vegetable peddler in the slums of Buffalo, New York. An alcoholic, on March 29, 
1888, he was recovering from a drinking binge the night before when he became enraged with his girlfriend, Tillie 
Ziegler. He accused her of stealing from him and preparing to runaway with a friend of his. When the argument 
reached a peak, Kemmler calmly went to the barn, grabbed a hatchet, and returned to the house. He struck Tillie 
repeatedly, killing her. He then went to a neighbor's house and announced he had just murdered his girlfriend. 

Kemmler's resulting murder trial proceeded quickly. He was convicted of first-degree murder on May 10. 
Three days later he was sentenced to death, destined to be the first person executed in an electric chair under New 
York's new execution law replacing hanging with electrocution. A chair was ready at the Auburn state prison. The 
leading developers of electrical power, including George Westinghouse, did not want to see their new product used 
in this manner. A lawyer filed an appeal claiming the electric chair violated the Eighth Amendment's prohibition of 
cruel and unusual punishment. 

At the appeal hearing on July 9, lawyers asserted that electricity was unpredictable. What might kill one 
person might not be enough to kill another. Attorneys for the state countered that as long as good contact with the 
offender's skin was made with the two electrodes, death would be swift and painless given enough voltage. Three 
months later on October 9 the judge ruled in favor of the state. Kemmler's lawyer then appealed to the State Court 
of appeals and a hearing was set for February 25, 1890. The appeals court quickly ruled in favor of the state. This 
decision was then appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court, which accepted the case. 

On May 21 the Supreme Court heard arguments in the case as to whether electrocution was 
constitutionally valid or not. Two days later on May 23 Chief Justice Melville Fuller delivered the Court's opinion, 
denying Kemmler's appeal. In a landmark decision the Court upheld the constitutionality of the electric chair in 
capital punishment. The execution date was set for August 6, 1890, at 6:00 A.M. 

On execution day Kemmler dressed in a suit provided for him and was escorted to the execution chamber 
in the basement of New York's Auburn prison where the electric chair awaited him. A group of twenty-five witnesses 
were assembled to view the execution, including fourteen doctors to evaluate the electrocution process. The 
proceedings seemed strangely casual as Kemmler took off his coat and sat in the chair after being introduced to the 
witnesses in the room. He was strapped into the chair with a series of leather straps around his arms, waist, and legs. 
One electrode, a wooden cap with a metal plate and wet sponge in its center, was strapped on his head. The wet 
sponge ensured electrical current flow. A second similar electrode was placed on Kemmler's spine at the lower back. 
The electric current would pass from one electrode to the other when the power was turned on. A black cloth was 
placed over his head. 

As reported by the newsman, once the new Westinghouse generator had revved up to 2,000 volts, the 
executioner pulled a switch sending the current into Kemmler's body. Kemmler turned bright red and went into 
convulsions (uncontrollable seizures). After seventeen seconds the current was stopped. To the horror of all of those 
present, however, Kemmler was not dead. He appeared to groan and struggle to breathe. Quickly the order was 
given to electrocute him once more, but they had to wait briefly for the generator to power up. This time the 
current was turned on for over a minute. Witnesses smelled burning flesh and heard odd crackling sounds. When 
Kemmler appeared dead, the current was turned off.” 
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The fol lowing is  an excerpt from the New York Times art ic le “A Fate Worse Than Hanging”,  
Published in the August 7, 1890, edit ion, on the front page.  The excerpt describes Kemmler’s  
execution in great detai l .  (I f  you are interested in reading the ful l  text ,  I  have a PDF of the 
original newspaper art ic le that goes further into the aftermath of the execution.)  
 
Auburn, N.Y., Aug. 6.—A sacrifice to the whims and theories of the coterie of cranks and politicians who induced 
the Legislature of this State to pass a law supplanting hanging by electrical execution as offered today in the person 
of William Kemmler, the Buffalo murderer. He died this morning under the most revolting circumstances, and with 
his death there was placed to the discredit of the State of New York an execution that was a disgrace to civilization.  

Probably no convicted murderer of modern times has been made to suffer as Kemmler suffered. 
Unfortunate enough to be the first man convicted after the passage of the new execution law, his life has been used 
as the bone of contention between the alleged humanitarians who supported the law, on one side, and the electric-
light interests, who hated to see the commodity in which they deal reduced to such a use as taking a life. For fifteen 
months they have been fighting as to whether he should be killed or not, and the question has been dragged 
through every court. He has been sentenced and resentenced to death, only to be dragged back from the abyss by 
some intricacy of the law. 

The uncertainty in which he has so long lived would have driven any ordinary man insane. That suffering 
has culminated in a death so fearful that people throughout the country will read of it with horror and disgust. The 
execution cannot merely be characterized as unsuccessful. It was so terrible that the word fails to convey the idea. It 
was, as those who advocated it desired that it should be, attended by men eminent in science and in medicine, and 
they almost unanimously say that this single experiment warrants the prompt repeal of the law. The opinion is 
further expressed that the public will demand its repeal, and that it is the first and last electrical execution that this 
State will ever witness. As might have been expected, such of the so-called humanitarians as witnessed Kemmler's 
fearful death still insist that their hobby will be a success "under proper conditions." The publication of the scenes 
that were enacted in the death room will probably prevent them from ever having another opportunity to prove 
their assertion. 

Fortunately there was no difficulty in getting the full details of the affair, despite the fact that the advocates 
of the law attempted to do their work concealed from the eyes of the public. 
 
WAITING FOR THE EVENT 

By 4 o'clock this morning people were astir on the streets, and an hour later the street in front of the prison 
contained not less than 500 people. At 6 o'clock it was almost impossible to force a passage through the throng. 
Every eye that could be pressed to the openings between the bars of the gate was directed toward the window which 
lighted Kemmler's cell. . . . 

As the morning wore on and the time for the execution drew near, the trees and housetops in the vicinity 
began to be peopled. Young men climbed telegraph poles and gazed eagerly toward the vine-clad prison. Men and 
women on their way to their daily labor joined the crowd at the entrance. The platform of the railway station across 
the street was black with people, and the temporary office of the Western Union Telegraph Company, which had 
been established in the freight station directly opposite the prison, showed many expectant faces. Just before 7 
o'clock it seemed as if all Auburn had congregated in the immediate neighborhood of the prison. . . . 

 
KEMMLER SAYS HE IS READY 

In the meantime Warden Durston had arisen and had gone to the cell of the condemned man. He carried 
with him the death warrant, and he read it to Kemmler as the latter sat on the side of his bunk. Kemmler's sole 
remark when the Warden had finished reading was: "All right, I am ready." The Warden then left the cell, and in 
the entrance hall above met the witnesses who had accepted his invitation. . . . 

There was a very apparent nervousness among the men, used as most of them are to sights that would chill 
ordinary men's blood. The uncertainty of what was to come filled them with awe. Somebody attempted to speak, 
but his voice was lost in its own faintness. A step was heard outside. All eyes turned toward the door leading into 
the chamber. Warden Durston appeared, and beside him was the man who stood on the verge of an awful death. 
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Yet there was nothing in his appearance to suggest this. His face was composed and he walked in an easy manner as 
though he were entering a room to receive a party of friends. 

After he had crossed the threshold there was for an instant the deadest silence. It was broken by Warden 
Durston. 

"Gentlemen," he said, "this is William Kemmler." And Kemmler bowed. 
"Gentlemen," [Kemmler] said, "I wish you all good luck. I believe I am going to a good place, and I am ready 

to go. I want only to say that a great deal has been said about me that is untrue. I am bad enough. It is cruel to make 
me out worse." 

As he finished this little speech, he bowed again, and was about to sit down in a chair which had been 
placed beside the death chair. Warden Durston, seeing this, stepped forward, and Kemmler, noticing his action, saw 
that the time had come, and instead of sitting where he had intended, turned and easily dropped into the seat. Still 
he did it much as one might after a long walk fall into the welcome arms of an easy chair. He sat with the light from 
the window streaming full on his face, and immediately in front of him was the semicircle of witnesses. Warden 
Durston stepped to the chair, and at his request Kemmler arose. It was desired to see whether his clothing had been 
so cut away at the base of the spine as to allow of a clean contact between the electrode and the flesh. It was found 
that the outer garments had been cut, but the lower clothing had not been so. Durston took out a pocket knife and 
cut two small triangular pieces out of the shirt. 

Then Kemmler easily settled back into the chair again. As he did so Durston started to get the rear piece in 
position. A murmur of surprise passed among the witnesses when Kemmler turned calmly to the Warden and in 
such tones as one might speak to a barber who was shaving him, said calmly: "Now take your time and do it all right, 
Warden. There is no rush. I don't want to take any chances on this thing, you know." 

"All right, William," answered Durston, and then began to adjust the headpiece. It looked horrible with its 
leather bands crossing the doomed man's forehead and chin and partially concealing his features. When the job was 
finished Durston stepped back. Kemmler shook his head as one might when trying on a new hat, and then just as 
coolly as before said; "Warden, just make that a little tighter. We want everything all right, you know." 

The Warden did as requested and then started to fix the straps around the body, arms, and legs. There were 
eleven of them. As each was buckled Kemmler would put some strain on it so as to see if it was right enough. . . . 
The last minute had come. 

 
THE FATAL CURRENT TURNED ON 

Standing on the threshold he turned and said quietly: "Is all ready?" Nobody spoke. Kemmler merely lifted 
his eyes and for a moment turned them enough to catch a glimpse of the bright, warm sunlight that was streaming 
through the window of the death chamber. 

"Goodbye, William," said Durston, and a click was heard. The "good-bye" was the signal to the men at the 
lever. The great experiment of electrical execution had been launched. New York State had thrown off forever the 
barbarities, the inhumanities of hanging its criminals. But had it? Words will not keep pace with what followed. 
Simultaneously with the click of the lever the body of the man in the chair straightened. Every muscle of it seemed 
to be drawn to its highest tension. It seemed as though it might have been thrown across the chamber were it not 
for the straps which held it. There was no movement of the eyes. The body was as rigid as though cast in bronze, 
save for the index finger of the right hand, which closed up so tightly that the nail penetrated the flesh on the first 
joint, and the blood trickled out on the arm of the chair. Drs. Spitzka and Macdonald stood in front of the chair, 
closely watching the dead or dying man. Beside them was Dr. Daniels, holding a stop-watch. 

After the first convulsion there was not the slightest movement of Kemmler's body. An ashen pallor had 
overspread his features. What physicians know as the "death spots" appeared on his skin. Five seconds passed, ten 
seconds, fifteen seconds, sixteen, and seventeen. It was just 6:43 o'clock. Dr. Spitzka, shaking his head, said: "He is 
dead." Warden Durston pressed the signal button, and at once the dynamo was stopped. The assembled witnesses 
who had sat as still as mutes up to this point gave breath to a sigh. The great strain was over. Then the eyes that had 
been momentarily turned from Kemmler's body returned to it and gazed with horror on what they saw. The men 
rose from their chairs impulsively and groaned at the agony they felt. "Great God! He is alive!" someone said: "Turn 
on the current," said another; "See, he breathes," said a third: "For God's sake kill him and have it over,' said a 
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representative of one of the press associations, and then, unable to bear the strain, he fell on the floor in a dead 
faint. District Attorney Quimby groaned audibly and rushed from the room. 

Drs. Spitzka and Macdonald stepped toward the chair. Warden Durston, who had started to loosen the 
electrode on the head, raised it slightly and then hastily screwed it back into place. Kemmler's body had become 
limp and settled down in the chair. His chest was raising and falling and there was a heavy breathing that was 
perceptible to all. Kemmler was, of course, entirely unconscious. Drs. Spitzka and Macdonald kept their wits about 
them. Hastily they examined the man, not touching him, however. Turning to Warden Durston, who had just 
finished getting the head electrode back in place, Dr. Spitzka said: "Have the current turned on again, quick—no 
delay.' Durston sprang to the door, and in an instant had sounded the two bells, which informed the man at the 
lever that the current must be turned on. 

 
THE CURRENT TURNED ON AGAIN 

Again came that click as before, and again the body of the unconscious wretch in the chair became as rigid 
as one of bronze. It was awful, and the witnesses were so horrified by the ghastly sight that they could not take their 
eyes off it. The dynamo did not seem to run smoothly. The current could be heard sharply snapping. Blood began 
to appear on the face of the wretch in the chair. It stood on the face like sweat. 

The capillary or small blood vessels under the skin were being ruptured. But there was worse than that. An 
awful odor began to permeate the death chamber, and then, as though to cap the climax of this fearful sight, it was 
seen that the hair under and around the electrode on the head and the flesh under and around the electrode at the 
base of the spine was singeing. The stench was unbearable. 

How long this second execution lasted—for it was a second execution, if there was any real life in the body 
when the current was turned on for the second time—is not really known by anybody. Those who held watches were 
too much horrified to follow them. Some said afterward that it lasted a minute. One said it lasted fully four minutes 
and a half. Opinions ranged all the way between those figures. Dr. Spitzka, who was as cool as any man could be 
under such circumstances, says it was not more than a minute. It was 6:51 o'clock when the signal went to the man 
at the lever to shut off the current. Kemmler had been in the chair just eight minutes from the time the current was 
first turned on. There is nobody among the witnesses present who can tell just how much of that time the current 
was passing through the body of Kemmler. 

As soon as the current was off again Warden Durston rapidly unscrewed the electrodes and unbuckled the 
straps. Kemmler's body again was limp. This time he was surely dead. There was no doubt of that. The body was left 
sitting upright in the chair, and the witnesses of the tragedy that had been enacted passed out into the stone 
corridors as miserable, as weak-kneed a lot of men as can be imagined. It had nauseated all but a few of them, and 
the sick ones had to be looked out for. They were all practically silent for some time. Their minds were too busy to 
enable them to talk. They all seemed to act as though they felt that they had taken part in a scene that would be told 
to the world as a public shame, as a legal crime. . . . 
 
DR. JENKINS'S DESCRIPTION 

There can be no doubt that the result was unsatisfactory to Deputy Coroner Jenkins of New York. He was 
one of the first to leave the prison for the Osborne House, and when THE TIMES's correspondent talked with him 
he was visibly unnerved by his recent experience. . . . 

"How did it compare with a hanging?" 
"I would rather see ten hangings than one such execution as this. In fact I never care to witness such a scene 

again. It was fearful. No humane man could witness it without the keenest agony. I am not an electrician, but I have 
a considerable insight into electrical matters. Electricity applied as it was today will never serve as an executioner, 
and yet it is my honest belief that things might have been a thousand times worse than they were, though it seems 
almost impossible that they could be. Today the apparatus was defective to a standpoint that approached 
carelessness. Even had it been perfect, we cannot say now any better than we could a week or a year ago that it 
would do its work as it should be done. I don't think that Kemmler was dead when the current was applied the 
second time, but he was unconscious." 

"Do you think that electrical executions will continue?" 
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"That is not for me to say. We shall be able to tell pretty quick when the facts concerning Kemmler's death 
are read by the public." 

Dr. Lewis Balch, Secretary of the State Board of Health, said: "With many others I was asked by the 
commission to give my views as to the best of the modes of execution—electricity, hanging, or guillotine. Personally I 
was in favor of hanging, but having seen the absolute certainty, rapidity, and painlessness with which death can be 
caused by electricity, my opinions have been changed to favor that mode of legal execution. I do not consider that 
the failure of the first shock to cause instant death is any proof that this method of execution is futile, for from the 
first shock the prisoner was virtually dead, suffered no pain, and had no return to consciousness. I think there 
should be one electrician appointed who would attend all executions and have charge of all electrical apparatus, 
under the supervision of the officers delegated by law to carry the sentence into effect." 
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Thomas Edison 
 
Excerpts from the Rutger ’s  Universi ty Thomas A. Edison Papers Project :  
 (Ful l  text at:  http://edison.rutgers .edu/bio - long.htm) 
 
 

 We can see the foundation for his success in his youth and 
early career. Later in life he (and others) would spin stories of 
mischief and misadventure, but the evidence points to a curious boy 
in an intellectually stimulating environment. The towns of his 
childhood—Milan, Ohio (pop. 1,500), where he was born on 
February 11, 1847; and Port Huron, Michigan (3,000), where the 
family moved in 1854—although small, were local centers of 
commerce and industry, and Edison absorbed the culture of artisans 
and workshops. His mother Nancy had apparently taught school at 
some point, and his father Samuel, a political firebrand and 
freethinker, had a library that Edison was encouraged to read. He 
attended school briefly for two periods in Port Huron, but was 
largely taught at home by his mother. "My mother taught me how to 
read good books quickly and correctly," he later said, "and as this 
opened up a great world in literature, I have always been very 
thankful for this early training." At the same time he was learning 
the entrepreneurial ways of his father, whose many careers included 
land speculation, shingle making, and truck farming. The same 
entrepreneurial attributes ascribed to his father were later applied to 
Edison: "a lively disposition always looking on the bright side of 
things" and "full of most sanguine speculation as to any project he 
takes in his head." 

Known as Al in his youth, his first work was helping in the family garden. But as "hoeing corn in a hot sun 
is unattractive," he found other work when the opportunity arose. In late 1859 the Grand Trunk Railroad was 
extended through Port Huron to Detroit, and Edison found employment as a "candy butcher," selling sweets, 
newspapers, and magazines. In that position he soon showed an entrepreneurial flair. He employed boys to sell 
vegetables and magazines in Port Huron and wrote, printed, and sold a newspaper on the train. The Civil War was 
raging, and when the battle of Shiloh was reported in the Detroit Free Press, Edison talked the editor into giving 
him extra copies on credit and then had the headlines telegraphed ahead to the train's scheduled stops. The crowds 
were so large and the demand for the papers so great that he steadily increased the price at each station, selling all 
the papers at a handsome profit. It is clear that young Al had already learned valuable lessons about the power of 
the telegraph and the press. 
 
…. 
 

Something of Edison's character shows in the relation of his laboratory work and his two marriages. A brief 
business venture at the end of 1871 was the occasion of his meeting Mary Stilwell, a 16-year-old employee he 
married two months later on Christmas Day. By early February he was distressed enough to record in a laboratory 
notebook, "Mrs Mary Edison My wife Dearly Beloved Cannot invent worth a Damn!!" and (on Valentine's Day, no 
less) "My Wife Popsy Wopsy Can't Invent." These laboratory notebook entries are his only recorded statements 
regarding Mary until her death twelve years later, unless one counts doodles where "Stilwell" becomes "Stillsick," 
which might be construed as comments on her increasingly delicate health. By all accounts he was devoted to Mary; 
the cause of his early distress is illuminated by the very different way in which his second wife's name appears in his 
notebooks. Mina Miller was the well-educated daughter of a cultured family, and on their honeymoon in 1886 she 
signed a number of notebook entries as a witness. In the following months she recorded results of lamp tests in his 
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laboratory. Although she didn't develop anything new, she could apparently "invent worth a Damn." This did not 
prevent Edison from spending the same long hours away from her and the children as he had in his first marriage. 
Nevertheless, he reassured her, "You & the children and the Laboratory is all my life I have nothing else." 

At the outset, Edison's electric lighting venture was a subject of controversy. Others had tried and failed, 
and the scientific and technical communities were divided over his prospects. His reputation, though, was 
formidable, as British scientist John Tyndall indicated in a lecture at London's Royal Institution early in 1879. 

Edison has the penetration to seize the relationship of facts and principles, and the art to reduce them to novel and 
concrete combinations. Hence, though he has accomplished nothing new in relation to the electric light, an adverse 
opinion as to his ability to solve the complicated problem . . . would be unwarranted. . . . Knowing something of the 
practical problem, I should certainly prefer seeing it in Mr. Edison's hands to having it in mine. 

 
…. 

 
For several years Edison had no single, central laboratory. He conducted research at his electrical 

manufacturing shops in New York and Harrison, New Jersey. When Mary died in 1884 he withdrew somewhat 
from electric light work, but after his 1886 marriage to young Mina Miller he returned to full-time research. By 1887 
he had decided to build a new facility near his home in West Orange, New Jersey, several times larger than the 
Menlo Park laboratory had been. The new laboratory embodied everything Edison had learned about the process of 
invention. He wrote, 

 
I will have the best equipped & largest Laboratory extant, and the facilities incomparably superior to any other for rapid 
& cheap development of an invention, & working it up into commercial shape with models patterns special machinery— 
In fact there is no similar institution in existence. 
 
 

Excerpts from an interview with J i l l  Jonnes,  historian and author of  Empires of  Light.  
(Ful l  transcript and video at http://www.booknotes .org/Watch/178806-1/Ji l l+Jonnes.aspx) 
 
“Edison has this incredible innate sense of PR, and he’s very beloved of the newspapers because he has this folksy 
persona. He wears these blue workmen’s outfits and he’s always covered with grease, and he kind of makes these 
very amusing remarks. So the press loves him.” 
 
“He was actually deaf -- his deafness began even as a teenager. And I have a little story in the book, which – he’s told 
different stories over time, but Paul Israel, who’s one of the sort of top scholars of Edison, finds this the most 
plausible, which is that he worked as a young man on the railroad, starting at about age 12 and selling newspapers. 
And he was trying to get onto a train and not making it when one of the conductors reached down to get him and 
pulled on his ears. And he said from that moment on, his ear never was quite the same. And he wasn’t completely 
deaf. I mean, his deafness got worse. But one of the endearing aspects of Edison is he was such an optimist about 
everything. And so to him, even his deafness was an advantage because it kind of sealed off a lot of the distractions 
of life.” 
 
“He was a real workaholic. He loved what he did, and he would get completely caught up in his work. And then all 
of a sudden, he’d be exhausted and he would take a nap, but under a table, you know, on top of a chair.” 
 
“Edison took enormous pride in the fact that he had developed every aspect of this system [DC power]. And for 
him, the idea of adopting someone else’s technology as superior to his, I think, was a bitter pill, and he wanted 
nothing to do with it.” 
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George Westinghouse 
 
From http://web.mit .edu/invent/iow/westinghouse.html:  
 
 

George Westinghouse was a visionary of technology and business, 
whose ideas transformed the safety and services of the American railroad 
and electricity industries. 

Born in Central Bridge, New York, in 1846, Westinghouse 
moved with his family to nearby Schenectady when he was ten. At his 
father's machinery shop, the young Westinghouse learned to work with 
steam engines and other machines. At the age of fifteen, Westinghouse 
began service with the Union Army, which continued through the Civil 
War (1861-65). Looking back later, Westinghouse would claim that his 
apprenticeship and his military service were the "greatest capital" with 
which he developed his various enterprises.  

After the War, Westinghouse enrolled at Union College, but 
soon left to rejoin his father's business. Westinghouse began a prolific 
career of inventing (over 300 inventions), with a patented rotary steam 
engine, a system for righting derailed railroad cars, and a railroad frog (a switch that allows a train's wheels to "leap" 
across intersecting rails at a junction).  

Westinghouse saw that the railroads were essential to national industrialization. He also saw that the 
railways were insufficiently safe. After a few years' work, he invented and patented the first successful compressed-air 
brake system (1869), much more effective and efficient than manual brakes. The system manufactured by the 
Westinghouse Air Brake Company, the first of sixty companies founded by Westinghouse, soon became the 
industry standard.  

To combat railroad traffic problems, Westinghouse created a system of signals and interlocking switches 
that used a combination of compressed air and electricity (1882). He founded another company, Union Switch & 
Signal, which marketed his own ideas in combination with inventions licensed from others.  

Westinghouse had invented a special reduction valve that allowed highly pressurized natural gas to be 
emitted at the point of use in bursts at low pressure. Certain that a similar system could be used to deliver 
electricity, Westinghouse worked with an English engineer to develop a transformer that could "step down" 
alternating current (AC) electricity from the high voltage needed to carry it long distances to a lower voltage suited 
to the point of use.  

At that time, Thomas Edison was convinced that his direct current (DC) system, being used in New York 
City, could not be outdone, despite that the effective range of delivery for DC electricity was at most three miles. 
Westinghouse founded Westinghouse Electric in Pittsburgh (1886), and went head to head against Edison's 
General Electric, employing Nikola Tesla to work with him to create the motors and equipment necessary to deliver 
alternating current (AC) to a nearly unlimited number of users over great distances.  

After a number of impressive public demonstrations, including the Columbian Exhibition in Chicago in 
1893, Westinghouse's and Tesla's AC system was supreme: soon, 95% of public electricity was switched to the AC 
system; and even General Electric was forced to cross-license Westinghouse's patents (1896). With this victory, 
Westinghouse began to gain the well deserved fame that has lasted beyond his death in 1914, including his 
induction into the Hall of Fame for Great Americans (1957) and the National Inventors Hall of Fame (1989).  
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Excerpts from an interview with J i l l  Jonnes,  historian and author of  Empires of  Light.  
(Ful l  transcript and video at http://www.booknotes .org/Watch/178806-1/Ji l l+Jonnes.aspx 
 
“And I should say that Westinghouse was a man who had very few photos. I guess it’s kind of indicative of the 
different personalities here that Westinghouse -- I don’t think there’s probably even 20 photos of him, as opposed to 
someone like Edison, who was an enormously famous celebrity and beloved of the press.” 
 
“He was…a very compelling, idealistic man. Very reserved in public, but very charismatic and dynamic in private. 
And he had grown up in Schenectady. His father operated an agricultural implements shop. His father also 
invented things, and put them together.  So, Westinghouse had a very practical, you know, sort of on the ground 
education.” 
 
“He briefly went to college, which he did not like. He fought in the Civil War, and he made his fortune inventing 
air brakes. That’s hard for us to believe, but when America operated on railroads and trains, until the air brake 
came along, which was -- oh, I guess in the 1870s, you couldn’t stop a train very easily. You had men who would 
jump off down from the roof of the train, the car, and turn these things to try and slow it down. So the one-legged 
trainman or brakeman was a fixture of gilded-age America until Westinghouse came up with these air brakes so the 
engineer of the train could stop the train. And so, you can imagine he made a great fortune on this, in part because 
he was a very, very good businessman.” 
 
“He then also -- using electricity developed whole systems of signaling for trains. So he was really someone who had 
made a fortune in the toughest corporate atmosphere, which was the world of railroads.” 
 
“Westinghouse was totally devoted to his wife -- unlike Edison, who had wives but you know, was very neglectful of 
them. He had a very sweet relationship and marriage with her. He especially set up wherever he was, that there will 
be a telegraph or a telephone so that he could speak to his wife every day, no matter where he was. And he had one 
son with her.” (George Westinghouse married Marguerite Erskine Walker on August 8, 1867. They had one child, 
George Westinghouse 3rd, and were married for 47 years) 
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Multimedia Resources: 
 
*** http://pinterest.com/freshinktheatre/trog-and-clay/  
(A visual pinboard with historical images and inspiration related to our production) 
 
Video: AC/DC and the War of Currents (Most relevant from 1:48):  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W-Hcv61ixqI  
 
Video: War of Currents (The most relevant is from 4:50 – 6:48):  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=kn-nhXMhXQ4#!  
 
Video: Interview with Jill Jonnes, historian and author of Empires of Light:  

http://www.booknotes.org/Watch/178806-1/Jill+Jonnes.aspx 
 
Interactive Animation about AC vs. DC power:  

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/edison/sfeature/acdc.html  
 
Video: Explanation of how an electric chair execution works:  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HNB7NOEU3IM  
 
Podcast: How Stuff Works – Nikola Tesla and the development of AC: 

Download from iTunes (Or I can give you an mp3 file) 
 
 
 

Additional Reading: 
 
Bedau, Hugo A., ed. Death Penalty in America: Current Controversies. New York: Oxford University Press, 1997. 
 
Brandon, Craig. The Electric Chair: An Unnatural American History. Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Company, 1990. 
 
Jonnes, Jill. Empires of Light: Edison, Tesla, Westinghouse, and the Race to Electrify the World. New York: Random House, 
2004. 
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“Electricity” http://science.howstuffworks.com/electricity8.htm  
“George Westinghouse” http://web.mit.edu/invent/iow/westinghouse.html 
"Kemmler, William." Crime and Punishment in America Reference Library. Ed. Richard C. Hanes, et al. Vol. 4: Primary 

Sources. Detroit: UXL, 2005. 106-117. Gale Virtual Reference Library. Web. 7 Mar. 2012. 
“Tesla and the War of Currents” http://www.pbs.org/tesla/ll/ll_warcur.html  
“Thomas Edison” http://edison.rutgers.edu/bio-long.htm  
 


